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Supramolecular chemistry1 relies on associative functional
group interactions for molecular array formation. In molecular
solids, such interactions are the tools of crystal synthesis (or
engineering).2 As part of a program to uncovernew modesof
organic donor-acceptor (DA) association3,4 for application to
crystal engineering, we have investigated the DA association
of nitrosamines and 2,3-dichloro-5,6-dicyano-1,4-benzoquinone
(DDQ) (eq 1).

The low basicity and high oxidation potential (Epox 1.7-2.2
V vs SCE)5 of nitrosamines indicate that they are weak electron
donors, and, to the best of our knowledge, no nitrosamine DA
complexes have been previously reported, although some metal/
nitrosamine adducts are known.6 We nonetheless postulated
that nitrosamines, as NO n* donors, might bind to complemen-
tary strongπ* acceptors such as DDQ (E°red 0.51 V vs SCE).
Confirmation of this postulate was afforded by the observance
of charge-transfer (CT) absorption bands for nitrosamine/DDQ
mixtures. Scheme 1 givesλCT values and selectedKf data
(determined by Benesi-Hildebrand analysis)7 for several nitros-
amine/DDQ complexes in CH2Cl2.8,9 Molar absorptivities for
these complexes are∼2000 M-1 cm-1 near λm CT. The
temperature dependence ofKf for N-nitroso-1,1,3,3-tetramethyl-

isoindoline (TEMINO)/DDQ in CH2Cl2 yields∆H° -4.8(2) kcal
mol-1 and ∆S° -11.9(10) eu. The more easily oxidized
nitrosamines yield the longer wavelength CT bands as ex-
pected.10

Cooling of red TEMINO/DDQ mixtures in CH2Cl2 affords
dichoric yellow/red crystals of 1:1 TEMINO/DDQ (1) whose
structure11 is composed of TEMINO-appended (DDQ)n chains
(Figure 1), as judged by close intermolecular contacts. Two
key interactions are apparent: DA “bonding” of TEMINO to
DDQ and carbonyl (CdO‚‚‚CdO) “bonding” between adjacent
DDQ molecules.
The 2.87 and 2.67 Å distances of TEMINO NdO atoms to

the DDQ carbonyl carbons are much shorter than the atomic
van der Waals radii sums (3.22 and 3.25 Å for C‚‚‚O and C‚‚‚N,
respectively).12 The nitrosamine/DDQ complex topology is that
expected for an n* donor/π* acceptor complexation. Relevant
(AM1-calculated) nitrosamine (Me2NNO) and DDQ frontier
molecular orbitals (FMOs) are shown in Figure 1.
The one-dimensionality of the TEMINO/DDQ array of1

stems from (DDQ)n chain formation via 1,4′ CdO‚‚‚CdO
association at 2.75 Å.13 The topology of this interaction is that
of aπ nucleophile/π* electrophile complex of carbonyl groups.14

Similar carbonyl bonding is found in the neat DDQ crystal
structure2,15 as shown in Figure 2. However, in2, the (DDQ)n
chains16 have a different (1,1′) regiochemistry than that observed
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in 1. We hypothesize that the 1,1′ (DDQ)n regiochemistry in2
derives from cooperative carbonyl self-association, such that a
carbonyl undergoing nucleophilic “attack” becomes a better
nucleophile than a carbonyl not under attack; therefore, self-
promotion of 1,1′ (DDQ)n chain formation occurs. Accordingly,
we postulate that the 1,4′ (DDQ)n regiochemistry in1 derives
from the influence of the TEMINO donor. For a donor-
appended DDQ, the two quinone carbonyl groups are presum-
ably electronically (and perhaps sterically) differentiated (so that
one is a better Lewis acid and the other a better Lewis base),
promoting 1,4′ (DDQ)n formation.
The supramolecular stereochemistry of the (DDQ)n chains

in 1 and2 deserves mention. In1 (and apparently also in2,
although this structure was not solved by us), the DDQ chains
are composed of aligned DDQ components to render the strand
polar.17 For convenience, we may visualize the chain dipole

as the sum of axial and lateral component dipoles. The axial
component (which is expected to be small) arises from
unidirectional nucleophile-electrophile connectivity along the
chain axis, while the lateral dipole component arises from an
all-syn intrachain DDQ stereochemistry. The basis for and
propensity of such syn stereochemistry is under further inves-
tigation. Interchain dipolar orientation determines the bulk
polarity of the crystal: crystal2 is apolar (centrosymmetric)
and crystal1 is polar (noncentrosymmetric). Figure 3 shows
the chain packing in crystal1, in which axial chain dipoles
subtract and lateral chain dipoles add.
In summary, the first DA-bonded nitrosamine/DDQ duplexes

and carbonyl-bonded (DDQ)n chains are reported. The topo-
logical specificity of these associative interactions is determined
within the TEMINO/DDQ composite crystal1 and the neat
DDQ crystal2. The former contains a novel 1D supramolecular
array, a donor-appended (DDQ)n chain, whose regiochemistry
appears to be influenced by the nitrosamine donor. The
stereochemical preference of syn alignment of DDQ molecules
within the DDQ chains of crystals1 and2 is noted and, in1,
culminates in a net polarity of the lattice. Further work to
evaluate the theoretical basis of these interactions, their general
utility for crystal engineering, and their potential materials value
is underway.
Warning! The strong toxicity of the materials used in this

work demands that they be handled, stored, and discarded with
due respect for the potential hazards involved.18
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Figure 1. TEMINO/DDQ array of crystal1 (top) and FMOs of
Me2NNO and DDQ (bottom).

Figure 2. DDQ packing in crystal2.

Figure 3. Orthogonal views of packing in TEMINO/DDQ composite
crystal1.
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